Richardson nor Houston really treat the theory in the simple straightforward way which is now possible in the new mechanics, using the revived electron theory of metals which we owe to Sommerfeld. Again, while Millikan and Lauritsen seem to have established quite definitely the laws of dependence of the emission on the field strength F, they speak of the implications of their result in a way which is hard to justify and might in certain circumstances prove to be definitely misleading.
Millikan and Lauritsen show that a plot of log I, where I is the current, against 1/F yields a good straight line whenever the experimental conditions are sufficiently stable. At ordinary temperatures these currents are completely independent of the temperature. The formula for these currents is
which is, of course, indistinguishable from
Millikan and his associates have also shown that as the higher temperatures, at which ordinary thermionic emission begins, are approached, the strong field emission does become sensitive to temperature and finally blends into the thermionic. On the strength of these facts they suggest that perhaps there may exist a general formula for the current
valid over wide ranges of temperature (T) and field strength. This formula is, of course, correct for large T and small F and also for large F and small T. At intermediate strengths it does not appear to have been tested quantitatively and therefore yet awaits experimental and theoretical investigation. On one other deduction, however, they lay great emphasis, and this we find liable to mislead. They assert that a distinction should be drawn between the electrons which can function as thermions and the ordinary conduction electrons which yield the emission at great field strengths and are absolutely independent of the temperature. In this paper, therefore, we extend the results of Nordheim* to include the effect of an external field using the same methods and the same underlying picture of the metal (Sommerfeld's). We establish the formula (2) independent of T at low temperatures in agreement with experiment. We fail to find any theoretical justification for (3), though, of course, some justification may exist.
Combining our results with those of Nordheim we show that Sommerfeld's picture of a metal yields the formula both for strong fields and for thermionic emission. A single set of free or conduction electrons distributed according to the Fermi-Dirac statistics suffices for both purposes. It is for this reason that we take exception to the statements of Millikan and Lauritsen recorded above. We gladly admit that everything they say can be reconciled with our theory, but only by a forced interpretation of their statements which we consider lay the emphasis wrongly.
Our calculations are closely allied to some recent work by Oppenheimert on the hydrogen atom in an external electric field. Oppenheimer notices that his work has a bearing on the emission of electrons in strong fields, but he does not pursue the matter further. For our purposes the calculations can be shorn of irrelevancies and made so much simpler that it is worth while attacking the problem de novo. of its kinetic energy is irrelevant to the problem. He has shown further that the results are only slightly modified by modifying the form of the step, e.g., by slightly rounding off the corners. We shall here calculate in a similar way the emission coefficients for electrons of given energy when a uniform external field acts, so that the potential energy of the electrons is as shown in fig. 1 (ii). The corner at the top will, of course, really be rounded off in both cases by the image effect. This will seriously alter the emission coefficient for non-zero external field for electrons of incident energy nearly equal to W. We shall see, however, that this modification is unimportant in calculating the strong field emission at ordinary temperatures. The potential energies rounded off by the image effect will be somewhat as shown in fig. 2 . 
We require that solution which for large x (i.e., y) represents a wave travelling to the right. Therefore = y H2) (2y), Since the only quantity of physical interest is lal2/la' 12, which determines the emission coefficient, we can simplify the resulting equations by omitting any common factor real or complex which is thereby absorbed in both a and a'. We shall write also /C-WF / Q so that Q is real and in practice large. Further, Hr) (ei Q) -e (e-Q).
dQ
The equations of continuity of i and di/dx can therefore be reduced to a + a'Wi (C-F W) (2) (e-"Q), 
We are now in a position to compare the theory with the experimental facts. We see at once that I is of the correct form by comparison with (1) or (2). We have not calculated explicitly the temperature effect on (22), but it is easy * Nordheim, loc. cit., formula (11). 
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to see that it is very small at ordinary temperatures. Formula (22) refers strictly to the limit T = 0, but it is a valid approximation so long as, let us say, p/kT is very large. Now V is of the order of 5 volts and kT is 8 6 X 10-T in the same units. This is sufficient to guarantee the observed independence of T for all ordinary temperatures.
The form of the exponent xZ/F is interesting, but there seems no possibility at present of any experimental test of the form.
We come now to the absolute value of the exponent. For the metals commonly experimented with we may take ZX = 10, and we can take the exponential factor nearly enough to be 10-109/F. This will make the emission begin to be sensible for fields of rather more than 107 
